Potent control of tumor growth by CEA/CD3-bispecific single-chain antibody constructs that are not competitively inhibited by soluble CEA.
Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA, CD66e) is a well-characterized tumor-associated antigen that is frequently overexpressed in tumors. Phospholipases release CEA from tumor cells resulting in high circulating serum levels of soluble CEA (sCEA) that has been validated as marker for progression of colorectal, breast, and lung cancers. sCEA also acts as a competitive inhibitor for anticancer strategies targeting membrane-bound CEA. As a novel therapeutic approach for treatment of tumors expressing CEA on their cell surface, we constructed a series of bispecific single-chain antibodies (bscAb) combining various single-chain variable fragments recognizing human CEA with a deimmunized single-chain variable fragments recognizing human CD3. CEA/CD3-bscAbs redirected human T cells to lyse CEA-expressing tumor cells in vitro and in vivo. Efficient tumor cell lysis was achieved in vitro at bscAb concentrations from 1 pg/mL (19 fM) to 8.9 pg/mL with preactivated CD8 T cells, and 200 to 500 pg/mL with unstimulated peripheral blood mononuclear cell. The cytotoxic activity of a subset of CEA/CD3-bscAbs was not competitively inhibited by sCEA at concentrations that exceeded levels found in the serum of most cancer patients. Treatment with CEA/CD3-bscAbs prevented the growth of human colorectal cancer lines in a severe combined immunodeficiency mouse model modified to show human T cell killing of tumors. A murine surrogate CEA/CD3-bscAb capable of recruiting murine T cells for redirected tumor lysis in immunocompetent mice prevented the growth of lung tumors expressing human CEA. Together, our results reveal a unique opportunity for targeting cytotoxic T cells toward CEA-expressing tumors without being competitively inhibited by sCEA and establish CEA/CD3-bscAb as a promising and potent therapeutic approach.